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Assisted dying isn't only way teiminally ill can maintain digniU

Wr.ffi"p:li".
dying, it is interesting to note
that the typical person who
wants assisted suicide, in places
such as Oregon in the USd has
been shown to often be a
pragmatic person who has always
been in control oftheir lives.

this also means thattheyoften
want control oftheir dying process
and want to avoid having to be
cared for in awaythatisoffensive
to them. Theywant to be in control
of the day and time when they are
finished, when lifle has served
them,and enough is enough; they
are ready to die. Indeed, studies
have shown that many of these
persons find being cared for to be
intolerable even though palliative
care can adequately address any
physical suffering.
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In the UI(, autonomy over the
time and mode of one's own
death generally exists since
suicide is not an offence in law.
The debate in this case concems
persons who are not physically
able to take their own lives and
whether it is discriminatory or
obj ectionable that somebody
who is capable of committing
suicide is able to do so, but
somebodywho happens to lack
the physical capacityto commit
suicide is denied that possibility.

This was one of the
arguments put forward by
Diane Prettywho was
wentually told, in 2002, by the
European Court of Human

Rights in Strasbourg that a
"merrykilling" eould
legitimatelybe proiibited by a
state, such as the UII and that a
person did not have a "right" to
die.

Moreover, it has been
suggested that persons who fear
theywill lose the respect due to
thetu dignity during the final
stages of a terminal illness
should be able to'die with
diCrt/ before these stages
occur.

Does this not then promote
the idea that there is no-place for
lives that are dependant on
others and that to be dependant
on others is unacceptable?

Indeed, it would be very
unfortunate for any persons to
beliwe that they can lose part or
all their dignity just because they
will no longer be in total control
of their lives. Questions should
indeed be asked concerning the

dangerous way in which such
people understand the concept
of human dignitywhen they
seem to believe that dignity is
only dependent on the manner
in which they can control their
lives.

In.this respecg it may be
usefrrl to remember that a sense
of humility is important and that
there is no shame in being
dependent on others.

As infants are completely
dependent on their parents
without any perceived lack of
human dignity, governments
around the world should maybe
encourage societies, comprising
an ageing population, to accept
that elderly or disabled people
nray also become dependent on
others without losing any of
their dignity.
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